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Tracer has been developed to be a program for
analyzing the trace files generated by Bayesian
MCMC runs (that is, the continuous parameter
values sampled from the chain). It can be used
to analyse runs of BEAST, MrBayes, LAMARC
and possibly other MCMC programs.  There are
4 analysis tabs to choose from: Estimates - this
shows the mean, stdev, confidence intervals and
other statistics about the selected parameter. A
frequency distribution will also be plotted.
Density - this shows the Bayesian posterior
density plot for the selected parameter. Joint-
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Marginal - this only appears if exactly 2
parameters are chosen (hold down shift to
select multiple parameters). It then plots one
against the other to look at their joint-marginal
distribution. Trace - this shows the trace of the
parameter against state or generation number.
Use this to check mixing, choose a suitable
burn-in and look for trends that might suggest
problems with convergence Multiple parameters
can be selected by holding down the shift key.
This will overlay the plots for the different
parameters allowing comparisons to be made.
You can also select multiple trace files as well to
compare different runs. If multiple trace files
have the same trace names then a "Combined"
trace will automatically appear. This can be
selected as well as the individual trace files. You
can also select the "Demographic Analysis" from
the Analysis menu - This plots the distribution of
demographic population sizes over time for a
number of models (constant size, exponential



growth & logistic growth) that are available in
BEAST. This involves you selecting the traces
for each parameter of the model. You should
only select the model that was actually run
under BEAST (e.g., if you ran an exponential
growth model, you shouldn't plot the constant
population size model). The "Analysis" menu
also contains options for performing Bayesian
Skyline reconstructions and for calculating
Bayes Factors between runs. The "Print"
function in the "File" menu will print the current
graph or table and the "Export Data" function
can be used to export the data from the plots for
use in another graphic package. To export the
currently displayed graphic use the "Export
PDF" function in the "File" menu. This program
will produce the following graphs: This program
will produce the following data tables: This
program will produce the following tracer
outputs: This program will produce the
following plots: This program will produce the



following combined trace file
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===== Table 1 gives a description of the
keymacro's functionality. For details on the
labels of the different keymacro variables, see:
Lists of labels of keymacro variables Labels of
keymacro parameters ===== The following
commands are available for the analysis menu:
analysis Perform the analysis -e|--estimates -d|--
density -jm|--joint-marginal -s|--trace -b|--bayes -
k|--b_skyline -g|--g_skyline -m|--m_skyline -l|--
l_skyline -i|--i_skyline -an|--a_skyline -ar|--
r_skyline -lr|--r_skyline_u2 -ul|--r_skyline_u1 -
an|--an_skyline -e|--reconstruct -l|--bm_skyline -
ul|--bm_skyline_u2 -lr|--bm_skyline_u1 -ul|--
bm_skyline_u1 -an|--an_skyline_b -e|--
reconstruct_b -l|--bm_skyline_b -ul|--



bm_skyline_b_u2 -lr|--bm_skyline_b_u1 -ul|--
bm_skyline_b_u1 -an|--an_skyline_b -ar|--
an_skyline_b_u2 -an|--an_skyline_c -an|--
an_skyline_d -an|--an_skyline_g -an|--
an_skyline_i -an|--an_skyline_r -an|--an_skyline_u
-an|--an_skyline_u1 -ar|-- 2edc1e01e8
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Tracer is a simple but useful tool for analysing
BEAST, MrBayes, LAMARC, Raxml and possibly
other MCMC runs. LAMARC is a free Java
package that also allows analysis of BEAST and
MrBayes runs, and can be downloaded from the
following link: Q: This in italics in the first
equation of an example I am trying to
understand the proof of the following equation
in a proof of the Gibbs inequality. I understand
the first two lines, namely $\langle \cdot \rangle
= \mu_1( \cdot )$. In the third line we have a
bracket. I have a lot of experience with the
"$a_i$" as it is used in the statement of the
famous de la Vallée Poussin lemma in the proof
of the Martingale convergence theorem. For
this "$a_i$" we are allowed to do something in
the brackets, and I know that this is $a_i$ or
$a_i \bar{\mu}_1$, but this is for different
reasons. This "$a_i$" comes up here in the



context of the inequality of the proof in the
lemma 2. How can I understand this "$a_i$" in
this context? A: The number $a_i$ is the number
that appears in the $i$-th equation of the
following sequence of equations. We have to
prove that for every $1 \leq k \leq n$ and every
real $\lambda$ we have $$ \langle
\prod_{i=1}^k (1+\lambda x_i) \rangle =
\prod_{i=1}^k \mu_1(1+\lambda x_i) $$ where
$x_i$ are iid with distribution $\mu_1$. This is
done by induction on $k$. For $k=1$: $$ \langle
1 \rangle = \mu_1(1) =
\frac{\mu_1(1+x_1)}{\mu_1(1)} =
\mu_1(1+x_1) $$ For the induction step: $$
\langle \prod_{i
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What's New in the Tracer?

Tracer is a program for analyzing the output of
MCMC programs that has been developed to
suit the needs of the BEAST and MrBayes2
softwares. It has four tabs which can be
accessed with a simple menu. Tracer is a
program for analyzing the output of MCMC
programs that has been developed to suit the
needs of the BEAST and MrBayes2 softwares. It
has four tabs which can be accessed with a
simple menu. + Tracer was developed to be a
program for analyzing the trace files generated
by Bayesian MCMC runs (that is, the continuous
parameter values sampled from the chain). It
can be used to analyse runs of BEAST, MrBayes
and LAMARC and possibly other MCMC
programs. There are 4 analysis tabs to choose
from: + Estimates - this shows the mean, stdev,
confidence intervals and other statistics about



the selected parameter. A frequency distribution
will also be plotted. + Density - this shows the
Bayesian posterior density plot for the selected
parameter. + Joint-Marginal - this only appears
if exactly 2 parameters are chosen (hold down
shift to select multiple parameters). It then plots
one against the other to look at their joint-
marginal distribution. + Trace - this shows the
trace of the parameter against state or
generation number. Use this to check mixing,
choose a suitable burn-in and look for trends
that might suggest problems with convergence
+ Multiple parameters can be selected by
holding down the shift key. This will overlay the
plots for the different parameters allowing
comparisons to be made. You can also select
multiple trace files as well to compare different
runs. If multiple trace files have the same trace
names then a "Combined" trace will
automatically appear. This can be selected as
well as the individual trace files. + You can also



select the "Demographic Analysis" from the
Analysis menu - This plots the distribution of
demographic population sizes over time for a
number of models (constant size, exponential
growth & logistic growth) that are available in
BEAST. This involves you selecting the traces
for each parameter of the model. You should
only select the model that was actually run
under BEAST (e.g., if you ran an exponential
growth model, you shouldn't plot the constant
population size model). + The "Analysis" menu
also contains options for performing Bayesian
Skyline reconstructions and for calculating
Bayes Factors between runs. The "Print"
function in the "File" menu will print the current
graph or table and the "Export Data" function
can be used to export the data from the plots for
use in another graphic package. To export the
currently displayed graphic use the "Export
PDF" function in the "File" menu. + + Tracer
was developed to be a program



System Requirements:

* Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 *
DirectX 9.0c, OpenGL * 4 GB RAM * 1 GB video
RAM * NVIDIA GeForce 8400M or better, ATI
Radeon HD2900 or better * 2 GB disk space *
NVIDIA GeForce 8400M or better, ATI Radeon
HD2900 or better* DirectX 9.0c, OpenGL* 4 GB
RAM* 1 GB video RAM* 2 GB disk space What's
new: * Updated: Comanche 2.0
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